### RUTH, Lesson 6

#### Answers to Lesson 5 Quiz

1. He directed the reapers to leave extra grain for Ruth to pick up.
2. an ephah
3. It was what she had left over from what Boaz had given her for lunch.
4. True
5. False
6. Until the end of the barley and wheat harvests.
7. praise; good thinking; good speaking
8. False
9. existence; deity
10. mind; thinking
11. Bible study
12. [Answers vary]
13. True
14. mental
15. belief; proof
16. that the Bible is the Word of God.
17. edification
18. [Answers vary]

The answers to the **Lesson 5 Quiz** are shown above. Check your answers against the list. Note: sometimes your answers not be exactly as shown; you can be the judge of whether an answer meets the expectations of a question.

There were **18** questions on the Lesson 1 quiz.

**State the number of questions you answered correctly >>**

Now, for the questions you missed, consult the text materials to determine what the correct answer should have been. This is for your own information, there is no number grade on these quizzes.

**State whether you have completed your review of the answers [Yes / No]:**

### RUTH – Lesson 6 Exercises

**Your Name:**

1. Naomi expected that both her and Ruth’s life would be changed for the better if Ruth could find a husband. [True / False]
   **Answer:**

2. Boaz was a kin to Naomi and Ruth, since he had been a close relative of ____________.
3. Naomi suggest that Ruth approach Boaz [a. at the gates of the city; b. at his home; c. at the threshing floor; d. in the wheat fields].

   Answer:

4. In the Jewish law of the times of the Judges, the actual owner of the land was said to be ____________________.

   Answer:

5. If a married man died without children, it was his brother's duty to find some other man to marry the widow. [True / False]

   Answer:

6. There was no disgrace associated with the living brother's refusing to marry his brother's widow. [True / False]

   Answer:

7. The kinsman-redeemer of the Old Testament was a type of ________________ as Redeemer.

   Answer:

8. Ruth's action in going to Boaz at the threshing floor showed her intention to [a. indicate her gratitude for his allowing her to glean; b. satisfy her mother-in-law that she was doing the right thing; c. ask Boaz to help her with the requirements of levirate marriage; d. get some rest before going out to glean again]

   Answer:

REDEMPTION

9. Redemption is a term used in the Bible to refer to God's intervention for the __________ of mankind.

   Answer:

10. A son was considered "firstborn" if he was his father's first son. [True / False]

    Answer:

11. When were the first born of oxen, sheep, or goats were to be brought to the temple to be sacrificed?

    Answer:

12. The offering of the sheaves of grain which were called the firstfruits sheaf could be eaten by the priests. [True / False]

    Answer:

13. The children of Israel began to be called the "Redeemed of the Lord" after they had been set free from captivity in [a. Rome; b. Babylonia; c. Assyria; d. Egypt].

    Answer:

14. Complete the phrase, "...you were not redeemed with corruptible things, as silver and gold, from your vain conversations received by tradition from your fathers, but with
__________, as of a lamb without blemish and without spot."

Answer:

15. What Scripture would you use to show that redemption includes total forgiveness for sins?
    Answer:

16. Redemptions results in our adoption by God the Father. [ True / False ]
    Answer:

17. ESSAY: Pick two of the meanings of the word "redemption." Write out what you would say to a person to explain what redemption means, using the two meanings you have chosen, along with the Scriptures that correspond with those meanings.
    Answer:

End of Quiz